
Microsoft MD-100 Exam Questions - Proven
Strategy to Get Success

The registration cost for certain professionals like Modern Desktop Administrator Associate
MD-100  exam  questions  is  costly.  Therefore,  it  is  the  desire  of  every  Microsoft  MD-100
certification exam candidate to pass on the first attempt. However, Windows 10 MD-100 exam
dumps success doesn’t happen overnight. It does not come from the verbal confession of success. To
be successful, you must pay the price. The price of examination success lies not only inadequate
preparation. It also has a lot to do with studying with the best Microsoft MD-100 Questions. One
of the best platforms for the preparation of Modern Desktop Administrator Associate MD-100 exam
dumps is with CertsFire products. CertsFire has a great reputation for delivering the best Microsoft
MD-100 exam questions. Windows 10 MD-100 exam dumps candidates who have used their exam
materials all passed their exam. This is so for many reasons.

The Best Features of Microsoft MD-100 Exam Questions:
CertsFire designed their Microsoft Exam Questions  into three formats. The formats are web-
based practice software, desktop practice software, and PDF. You can choose any of these formats to
study and prepare for the Microsoft MD-100 exam dumps. It gives you the option of choosing the
best format to study. When you study in your preferred format, your chances of success increase.
The Modern Desktop Administrator Associate MD-100 practice questions support time customization
and the creation of mocks. With the Microsoft MD-100 PDF dumps, you can print out the material
and study handy with it. The Windows 10 MD-100 exam questions formats are portable, so you
can easily read the Microsoft MD-100 exam dumps material anytime and anywhere.

Customization Options:

Microsoft MD-100 exam questions, just like other professionals, is time competitive. There is a
tendency to know the answers to questions but yet fail because of time. To help Modern Desktop
Administrator Associate MD-100 exam dumps candidates can prepare themselves in a better
way. You can customize the time duration as you practice. This will help you know if you are fast or
not and to make necessary adjustments. The more you attempt the Windows 10 MD-100 exam, the
more your time management skill will improve.

Practical Experience:
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The CertsFire Microsoft MD-100 exam questions significantly improve your problem-solving and
time management skills. As you practice this Modern Desktop Administrator Associate MD-100 exam
on  web-based  and  desktop  software,  you  can  have  an  experience  of  what  writing  an  actual
Windows 10 MD-100 exam questions are. It will increase problem-solving skills and enable you to
complete the Microsoft MD-100 exam dumps within the time limit.

Meets Microsoft’s Standard:

It is one thing to study with Microsoft MD-100 exam questions and another thing to study with one
that meets certain standards.  CertsFire Modern Desktop Administrator Associate MD-100
exam dumps meet Microsoft’s standards. It gives you an edge over others who study with any
Microsoft MD-100 exam material.

Compatibility:

You can use the CertsFire Microsoft MD-100 exam dumps materials immediately after purchase.
There is no need to spend again buying and installing new software or programs. The Windows 10
MD-100 exam questions material runs seamlessly on major operating systems like Windows, Mac,
Linux, Android, etc. It is also compatible with Firefox, Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Opera, and
other major web browsers.

Get Microsoft MD-100 Exam Questions and Improve Your Preparation:

Unlike other exam product companies, CertsFire doesn’t compromise on the content quality of its
products. CertsFire thoroughly prepared their Microsoft MD-100 exam dumps material with expert
guidance.  Our  Modern  Desktop  Administrator  Associate  MD-100  exam  questions  were
launched in the market after the feedback of more than 90,000 professionals worldwide. The experts
have years of experience in the field, and they added each question carefully. Therefore, they can
easily predict the possible questions you would see in the main Microsoft MD-100 exam.

Have you ever wondered why there are a high number of exam candidates using this Modern
Desktop Administrator Associate MD-100 dumps material? Why do candidates prefer using CertsFire
Microsoft MD-100 exam questions for the preparation of Windows 10? The answer is simple. Our
Modern Desktop Administrator Associate MD-100 dumps are similar to the real Microsoft MD-100
exam. The Windows 10 MD-100 questions in the exam materials are similar to the questions you
will see on the actual Microsoft MD-100 exam. As earlier mentioned, feedback from more than
90,000 professionals was collected to prepare it. Therefore, it is a reliable and accurate solution for
the preparation of Modern Desktop Administrator Associate MD-100 exam questions.
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Question No. 1

You have an app named App1 that uses an on-premises Microsoft SQL Server database named DB1.

You plan to migrate DB1 to an Azure SQL managed instance.

You need to enable customer-managed Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) for the instance. The
solution must maximize encryption strength.

Which type of encryption algorithm and key length should you use for the TDE protector?

A. RSA2048
B. RSA4096
C. RSA3072
D. AES256

Answer: D

Question No. 2

Your company has a branch office that contains 25 workgroup computers. The computers run
Windows 10 Pro.

Users report that they cannot see other computers from Network in File Explorer.

What should you do to resolve the issue?

A. Set Network profile to Private.
B. Turn off random hardware addresses for the network connection.
C. Set Network profile to Public.
D. Configure the network connection as a metered connection.

Answer: A

Question No. 3

You have a computer that runs Windows 10.

You need to view the Windows Update diagnostic log.

What should you do first?

A. From File Explorer, go to the C:\Windows\Logs\WindowsUpdate folder and select Show
hidden files, folders, and drives.
B. From Windows Update in the Settings app. configure Advanced options.
C. From Event Viewer, modify the properties of the WindowsUpdateClient operational log.
D. From Windows PowerShell, run the Get-WindowsUpdateLog cmdlet.

Answer: D

Question No. 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might
have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.



After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.

You have a computer that runs Windows 10. The computer contains a folder. The folder contains
sensitive data.

You need to log which user reads the contents of the folder and modifies and deletes files in the
folder.

Solution: From the properties of the folder, you configure the Auditing settings and from the Audit
Policy in the local Group Policy, you configure Audit privilege use.

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question No. 5

Your company has an on-premises network that contains an Active Directory domain. The domain is
synced to Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD). All computers in the domain run Windows 10
Enterprise.

You have a computer named Computer1 that has a folder named C:\Folder1.

You want to use File History to protect C:\Folder1.

Solution: You enable File History on Computer1. You then enable archiving for Folder1.

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B
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